
Application for a Film Classification
Film classification is the process of giving age ratings and content advice to films
and other audio-visual content to help children and families choose what's right for
them and avoid what's not/

Applicant details:
Forename
Surname
Date of birth
Contact number
Alternative number
Email address

Address line 1
Address line 2
Town
County
Postcode

Film details:
Title of film
Length of film
Genre
Synopsis:

Language(s) spoken in film
hours mins sec

If the film contains language(s) other than
English, does it contain English subtitles?

YES NO

Additional Information:
Has the Film been classified by the BBFC?

YES NO

If 'yes' what rating was it awarded?

Has the Film been classified by any other
council?

YES NO

If 'yes' provide the name of the council and the
classification the film was awarded.

What are the intended screening dates

Intended address of screening:

Address line 1
Address line 2
Town
County
Postcode

What is the age rating sought:
Does the intended screen location ave the
correct licence in place

YES NO



Declaration (please read carefully and sign below:

I conform that the information in this form is accurate and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

I have enclosed a suitable DVD copy of the film/ provided means to access a copy of the film by
electronic means.

I understand that if my film is either partly or entirely in a foreign language, it must contain a subtitled
track for all non-English speaking sections. If there is any doubt regarding the authenticity of the
subtitles within the film, I may incur the cost of an independent interpreter before North Herts Council
will agree to classify it.

I understand that if my application and all supporting items are not submitted correctly and at least 20
clear working days in advance of the first screening of the film, then the Licensing Authority cannot
guarantee it will be able to classify the film in time for the first screening. I understand that the
Licensing Authority can, at its absolute discretion, accept or reject an application received outside of
this time frame.

I confirm that to the best of my knowledge and belief that the subtitles, if any, used in the film are an
accurate representation of the audio dialogue.

 By ticking this box I confirm that i have read an understood the above declaration.

Name:

Date:
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